Many engineering optimization and simulation analysis require large number of design trials that can be run in parallel. Various job management solutions exist, however most of them require active communication between master and slave nodes. The master is always in control of slave nodes, which is effective for dedicated clusters, but can be a significant inconvenience for utilisation of available desktop power. Often engineers have a powerful machines in front of them (12+ cores) which are sitting idle 95% of the time.

The current job manager allows each team member to dynamically contribute their CPU resources to one or more job queues. They can start, stop or adjust their contribution at will. If they decide to leave whilst executing a job, it will be taken automatically by another available contributor.

Team members with spare cores can volunteer to contribute resources to any QUEUE. They are in full control of how many cores to contribute and when exactly to start or end their contribution. Each member runs a 'jobRunner' command on their machine:

```
jobRunner <numcpus> <QUEUE>
```
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